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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS  

 
A. Economic Background and Outlook 

1. Gross domestic product (GDP) per capita grew slowly over Solomon Islands' first two 
decades of independence (granted in 1978). The problems of economic and natural resource 
management and public administration were made evident by the outbreak of civil unrest in 
1999–2003, which resulted in hundreds of deaths and the displacement of over 20,000 
people. Much of the post-independence income growth was lost. Civil order was quickly 
restored and generally well maintained with the arrival of Regional Assistance Mission to 
Solomon Islands (RAMSI) in July 2003.1  
 
2. A surge in foreign aid under the umbrella of RAMSI then funded large increases in 
development budget spending that lifted total government expenditure. As a result, economic 
activities—mainly forestry, agriculture, and fishing—expanded and kept economic growth at 
relatively high levels to 2008. However, problems have surfaced—Solomon Islands’ economy 
has become one of the most aid-dependent countries in the world with international aid flows 
equivalent to almost half of its economy, and unsustainably high rates of logging is posing 
tangible threats to its economy. The country remains extremely vulnerable to external shocks 
and natural disasters. In addition, political instability and poor accountability and transparency in 
government remain, fuelled by weaknesses in the institutional environment. These weaknesses 
have undermined the effectiveness of government, which in turn has slowed economic growth 
and continues to severely restrain economic prospects. Solomon Islands is likely to remain a 
weakly performing country (fragile state) until such shortcomings are addressed.  
 
3. Moving forward, economic growth prospects rest on the private sector, and on 
developments in mining, agriculture, fishing, and, to a lesser extent, tourism. A large gold mine, 
closed during the civil unrest, has re-opened in March 2011, and there is the potential over the 
longer term to develop large nickel deposits and, hence, boost GDP.  
 
B. Fiscal Analysis and Global Economic Crisis 

1. Macroeconomic and Fiscal Impact of the Crisis 

4. Solomon Islands economy is recovering from the global economic crisis. Logging 
activities picked up unexpectedly by 36.7% in 2010 after weakening by 31.4% in the previous 
year. Total fish catch increased by 10.8% in 2010 following a large drop of 23.9% in 2009. 
Copra output in 2010 dropped by 1.4% due to continued fluctuation in prices. Cocoa industry 
production in 2010 increased by 14.3% to a record volume and a further increase is expected in 
2011.  

 
5. The global economic crisis brought forward the sharp economic slowdown. Fiscal stress 
was looming in the absence of concerted action. Until 2009, strong revenue growth allowed for 
very large increases in fiscal expenditure (approximately 20% per year in real terms) that 
remained within the revenue envelope while the government refrained from any new borrowing 

                                                 
1  RAMSI is a partnership between the government and people of Solomon Islands and fifteen contributing countries 

from the Pacific region. It is a long-term exercise aimed at helping create the conditions necessary for a return to 
stability, peace and a growing economy. RAMSI was deployed on 24 July 2003, with a mandate unanimously 
approved by the Solomon Islands National Parliament, to help the Solomon Islands Government restore law and 
order, strengthen government institutions, reduce corruption and re-invigorate the economy. (http://www.ramsi.org/) 
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under the Honiara Club agreement. Maintaining fiscal discipline has been a formidable 
challenge.  
 

Budget Balance 
 

Government Expenditure 
 

GDP = gross domestic product, lhs = left-hand side, rhs 
= right-hand side. 
Source: International Monetary Fund and Central Bank of 
Solomon Islands. 

e/est = estimate, f = forecast, SI$ = Solomon Islands 
dollar 
Source: International Monetary Fund and Central Bank of 
Solomon Islands.

 
2. International Monetary Fund Program 

6. In 2010, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) found that the economy weakened in 
2009, putting pressure on the government’s depleted cash position and effectively necessitating 
a tightening of fiscal policy. The cash balance has fallen further in 2010, with national elections 
at mid-year bringing possible new pressures. Prospects are uncertain over the next few years in 
light of the challenging external environment and narrow production base, with external 
imbalances expected to remain large before gold exports resume in 2012. Without policy 
adjustment and donor support, the government’s cash reserves would run dangerously low and 
an external financing gap averaging around $20 million a year would likely emerge in 2010–
2011. 
 
7. The authorities requested an IMF arrangement to help promote fiscal and other reforms, 
reduce destabilizing imbalances, and close financing gaps, including by catalyzing additional 
donor support. The 18-month Standby Credit Facility with access of 120% quota (SDR 12.48 
million) was approved by the IMF Executive Board on 2 June 2010. 

 
8. As of mid 2011, the government has met its performance targets under the IMF 
program, including the fiscal targets whereby the government sought to strengthen public 
finances by targeting an overall surplus (including grants) of at least 2.5% GDP in 2010, in line 
with increasing the program cash balance by SI$120 million in that year. The program cash 
balance is defined as the government’s gross cash balance less unpaid payment orders and 
unpresented checks. As of mid 2011, the government effectively has a cash cushion of 3 
months of recurrent expenditure to assist with effective budgeting for the year. 
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9. A key reform enacted under the IMF program was to increase the logging reference 
price for customs duty. Previously, the logging reference price was set well below the market 
price resulting in a large amount of foregone revenue. Progress in meeting this benchmark was 
initially slow, but as of mid 2011, the logging reference price accurately matched market values 
as determined by the government formula. IMF considers the actions taken sufficient in meeting 
the program’s revenue targets in 2010. 
 

3. The Recovery 

10. Solomon Islands returned to positive growth of around 7.2% in 2010. Growth in 2010 
was led by the forestry sector. After a poor year in 2009, log export volumes rose by 37.0% 
year-on-year to 1,428,211 cubic meters in 2010 as a result of recovering demand in Asia, which 
also helped to lift international log prices. Production of other major commodities such as palm 
oil and cocoa, and the size of the fish catch, were also all up for the same period, but copra 
production declined slightly. An acceleration in growth is forecast in 2011, with GDP expected to 
expand by 7.5%. The Gold Ridge mine in Guadalcanal has recommenced production, with full 
production expected in the third quarter of 2011 as the mine owners take advantage of high gold 
prices. Despite high levels of mine-related investment expenditure, the effect on real GDP 
growth has so far been limited by the high import requirement of materials and equipment. The 
recommencement of gold exports in 2011, however, will substantially boost GDP growth in 
2011−2012 although the effects on government revenue and employment are likely to remain 
modest. 
 
11. The fiscal position improved in 2010 and continues to demonstrate a positive trend. 
Although the fiscal situation remained tight for much of 2010, which necessitated restrictions 
on expenditure until the fourth quarter and a recruitment freeze, the timely provision of budget 
support from Australia, New Zealand, Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the European 
Union together with a better than expected revenue performance resulted in a surplus of 
SI$193.5 million for calendar year 2010 against an estimated deficit of SI$253.1 million. 
Revenue collection was SI$1,865.3 million, about SI$121.3 million higher than the calendar 
year budget estimate. 
 
12. The 2011 Budget, which was approved by the Parliament on 11 April 2011, is 
consistent with fiscal consolidation. The budget is based on a continued economic expansion. 
In line with the Honiara Club Agreement, there is no new borrowing. Care has been paid to 
supporting the delivery of essential services, with priority given to maintaining recurrent 
budget other expenditure for education, health, transport and grants such as provincial grants 
at original 2010 levels which comfortably exceed the 2009 benchmark by an amount greater 
than the value of the ADB grant. The government's contribution to the development budget 
has also increased substantially. Additional budget support (both general and sectoral) is 
factored into the budget, including a grant of SI$40.0 million (around $5.0 million) from the 
ADB. Payroll is estimated at 10.2% of GDP, a lower figure than for the previous two years as 
growth in payrolls has been kept below that of nominal GDP.  
 
13. Inflation has eased, after a combination of high fuel prices and excess domestic demand 
pushed it to a peak of around 20.0% in 2008. The year-average inflation rate for 2010 was 
estimated to be around 1.0%, following 7.1% inflation in 2009. The lower rate of inflation 
experienced in 2010 has been largely due to the fact that greater competition in food imports 
has seen the price of rice plummet by 40.0%. Rice constitutes around 47.0% of the food CPI, 
and around 18.0% of the total CPI composition. Inflation is expected to accelerate in 2011−2012 
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as fuel prices have been increasing since October 2010 and are likely to pick up further. 
Inflation is forecast to average 4.2% in 2011 and 6.3% in 2012. 
 
14. Balance of payments has greatly improved from exports and receipts from the IMF 
Standby Credit Arrangement. The current account deficit, which in 2009 was valued at 21.0% 
of GDP, was likely around 20% of GDP in 2010 due to increased imports from investment in 
the mining and telecommunications sector. However, it is expected that by end 2011, the 
current account deficit will be reduced to around 15% of GDP. This expectation is based on 
the recovery of key export sectors, notably the commencement of gold exports from the Gold 
Ridge mine and growth in agricultural exports. Despite the increasing current account deficit 
from late last year, Solomon Islands has seen a significant rise in its foreign reserves. The 
monetary policy objective is to maintain foreign reserves at a level equivalent to 3.0 months of 
import cover. In early 2011, foreign reserves stand at around SI$2,164 million or around 9 
months equivalent of import cover. The accumulation of high levels of foreign reserves has 
been a direct result of a large inflow of donor funds. In addition to considerable additional 
budget support provided by a number of donors, the stabilization of the economy in 2010 was 
aided by the approval in June of $18.3 million by the IMF under its Standby Credit Facility. 
Solomon Islands is expected to maintain a strong foreign reserves position in 2011, of around 
5 months of import cover, as a result of a recovery in exports and continued strong aid flows. 
 
C. Debt Sustainability 

15. The government’s debt situation has considerably improved in recent years, leading 
ADB and other multilateral financiers to restore the country’s eligibility for concessionary Asian 
Development Fund (ADF) loans. A recent World Bank-IMF Debt Sustainability Analysis, 
prepared in consultation with ADB, indicates that the Solomon Islands’ risk of debt distress has 
improved from severe to moderate on external debt indicators. Positive economic growth, 
combined with a freeze on public borrowing since 2005, has contributed to a decline in external 
debt from 28% of GDP in 2007 to an estimated 19% of GDP in 2010, with the debt service ratio 
reasonably stable in the range of 6%–8% of exports of goods and services. The government is 
expected to resume modest levels of external borrowing once its public debt reaches 
sustainable levels. In light of improvements in creditworthiness, a new public sector borrowing 
strategy is due to be formulated in 2011.  
 

Public Finance Indicator, 2008–2011 
(% of GDP) 

 
 2008 2009 2010f 2011f 
Gross external public debt 23.0 20.6 19.2 17.6 
External public debt service 2.3 1.3 1.5 1.0 
Tax revenue 24.0 23.8 25.5 26.5 
f = forecast, GDP = gross domestics product. 
Source: IMF. 2010. Solomon Islands: First Review Under the Standby Credit Facility and Request for 
Modification of Performance Criteria and Re-phasing of Disbursements—Staff Report. Washington, D.C. 

 
D. Policy Dialogue 

16. In March 2009, the government initiated a regular dialogue with development partners 
under the umbrella of a Core Economic Working Group (CEWG), which remains a key platform 
of dialogue for the government and development partners. Please refer to Linked Document 2 
Sector Assessment (Summary) Public Sector Management for details. 
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Summary of Government Fiscal Accounts, 2008–2011 
 

 


